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Abstrac't

A theory is briefly outlined of a feed
back system in which longitudinal accelerat
ing field is used to affect the radial be
tatron motion. Experimental results obtain
ed a1; the Serpukhov accelerator are also
given. The system can be used both for exi
tation of the betatron oscillations to fa
cilitate their frequency measurements and
for damping of the self-exited oscillations
(in case of resistive instability or non
zero initial conditions at injection).

Introduction

Both damping and exitation of coherent
oscillations can be caused by means of an
amplitude or phas~ modulation of the acce
lerating field1 ,2).

In fact, accelerating field modulation
leads to a change in the momentum of the
particles and therefore a radial displace
ment is observed acc:?rp,ing toAPthe well
known equation X"+Q: Q2X=7.o2 2p where
x is the radial displacement, Q - the
number of betatron oscillations in the clos
ed orbit, Q - the revolution frequency,
and ro - average radius of the accelerator.

The effect produced by the modulation
of the accelerating field depends upon the
source of the modulation signal. If an ex
ternal source is used with a frequency
equal to one of the beam oscillation modes,
a resonant build-up is observed. If a radi
al beam position pick-up signal is used
for the modulation, either exitation or
damping of the oscillations is possible
depending upon the phase shift in the feed
back circuit.

Theoretical aspects

Let us consider a beam continuous in
the azimuthal direction. Oscillations of
its center of mass are in hydrodynamic ~p

proxima"tion described by the expressionj).

n2x + Q2QX =Z(S,t) (1)
where X(S,t) is the radial displacement
of the beam. center of mass (radial and ver
tical motions are considere~ to b~ inde-
pendent); 8 - azimuth, "D = at + Q as ,

Q is the revolution frequency supposed
the same for all the particles (a mono
energetic beam).
. The dis1iurbance 3) L (8,t) can be written
l.D a general form as

L(S,t)=JJN(8;S';t;t) X(Sl;t) cis'dt (2)

where N(8 ;8'; t ; t ) is the transfer func
tion of the feedback circuit.

We suppose that the transfer function
is a homogeneous function of time
N(8;S';t;-L)=N (8;S';t-t) which means

that the feedback parameters do not change
with time.

If Laplace and Fourier transformations
with respect to time and 8 corresponding
lyare applied to equations (1),(2) one
can obtain

[(p+Lru;~t+ (l22J~n,=~_aoNnm.Xtn (3)

where A means Laplace transformation,
Nnm are double Fourier harmom.c expanS1.on
coefficients for the transfer funqtiop.

Fo~ homogeneous disturbance)) Nn.~NI\On.m. ,
where On.m., is Kronecker symbol, the equa
tions for the"harmqn.:l.cs are separated. In
real systems Nnrn.= Nn.0n.m. due to pick-ups
and correctors operation in discrete mode.
Hence a coupling arises be1iween the azimu
thal harmonics of the coherent oscillations.

General relationships having been con
sidered, specific application problems will
be discussed below. Assume that "the feed
back system consists of S equally spaced
pick-ups and RF-stations used as correctors.
Each pick-up signal is used to modulate
output voltage of one RF-station only. Then
harmonics of the transfer function may be
given in the form'+).

N = Q K5 P)S • e-Ln~8+L(tn-n.)Qo.) (4)
nm 4Tf"2 P + l,nQ n.m

where

and r - any integer, K(p) - transfer func
tion of the circuit between a pick-up and
the corresponding corrector, AS - the
distance between "the pick-up and the cor
responding corrector, and So - location
of the 1-st pick-up. The determinant
of the infinit set of equations (3) with
the harmonics of the transfer function can
be calculated, and the dispersion equation
may be represented as

_ Q K(P)S 00 rt(m+'Gs)~8

f- 2 'j( ~~[p+t(m+Gs)Q){[~L(tn+'lS)2]~~}(6)

(m = 1,2 ••• S)
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If the feedbaok is weak (i.e.
l

the
transfer ooefficient K(p) is smal ) the so
lutions of this equation are near to the
zeroes of deDOminators in the sum (6) and
can be~ written as P = pI'\.+ f, n. , where
Ph.=-L,n±Q.)Q and 61'\. are small cor-

reotions. Using the disturbance method to
determine the values of these corrections
we can find the decrements (or increments)
for the coherent oscillations harmonics

Wn.= LPn.. - (rt±Q)Q

(£n.= Re cn.2g =SR [(tl±8)Q]cos{n~8-9>[(n±8)Ql1 (7)

In expression (7) C£"" is decrement
(or increment) of oscillations per ons turn

RfW\= IK(GJ) I (8)
\' } 2Q2Q2

and K(W), <:p(w) are amplitude and
phase responces of the feedback curcuit.

There is a principal limitation on the
value of increments that can be achieved.
It is imposed by the fact that the modulat
ion level of the RF voltage CanDOt exeed
100i'. The evaluation of this limitation can
be made in the following way. The express
ions for the transfer f'unction harmonics
(4) are given under the assumption that the
deflecting foroe applied to the p~ticles

passing the RF station is Fein = K)(ct. ,
where Xci. is the deflection measured by
the pick-up and K is the transfer coeffici
ent from the pick-Up to the beam. On the
other hand, this force can be expressed in
the variation of the lo~itudal momentum.

~ence IKx cL I~ ~ Q 2 1-jr-lmQ.Jl , where
1-W-lml1X is the refative variation of the

momenliWD. corresponding to the 1()(),$ modu-
lation. .

Taking (7) and (8) in consideration,
the limitation for the maximum descrements
will be the followings:

I(£I\fmo.x 1= SR [Cn±Q)Q] ~ 2~2 • -i:-I ~: lmo.x (9)

where Xo - the amplitude of the coherent
oscillations existed before the automatic
correction system was introduced - is sub
stituted for Xd. It follows from the right
hand sides of ( 9) that decrements attain
able are the more the less is initial amp
l.1.tude i.e. the system 1.n consideration is
effective in damping small oscillations.

Erperimental results

An experiment has been carried out at
the Serpukhov proton synchrotron to test
the method for damping and exiting of cohe
rent betatron oscillations. One pick-up
and one RF station were used in the experi
ment, its block-diagram being given at
Fig.1.

Beam
position r-- Amplifier -L.F.Filter
monitor

I
t t

Storage Phase
I)scilloscopt shifter, t.A. l .At

R.F•Statio! Gate

Fig.1.Experimental apparatus block
diagramme.

Setting necessary phase shift by means
of a phase shifting circuit either ~iJlg
or build-up of coherent betatron oscillat
ions could be obtained during a time inter
val determined by means of a gating circuit.
A two-trace storage oscilloscope was used
to observe the processes, the upper trace
being used for the filtered signal of the
damped or exited mode of the frequency
AQQ (~Q is the complement to the near

est integer), and the lower trace for the
RF voltage. An oscillogr8JllDle is given at
Fig.2 of betatron oscillations with the
feedback ewitched off. At intencities JIlI)re
than 7.1011 particles per pulse the oscil
lations exist for a prolonged time with
the ampl1tude of 2-3 1IJIl at 2 GeV •

Fig.2.Feedback is cut off, the upper trace
betatron oscillations; the lower
trace - RF voltage; 0.5 msec/div.

Damping of the oscillation can be seen at
Fig.). From the moment of switching the
feedback on (t1 corresponds to the trig
gering of the oscilloscope) RF modulation
is changing in accordance with changes in
the oscillations amplitude. This process
can be better seen at Fig.4, which corres
ponds to the case of positive feedback
switched on for the time of' t2 = 1.5 gee,



the 1nitial amplitude being zero.

l'ig.).:reedback is closed. Oscillations
daJaping mode; 0.5 JIlSec/div.

Pig.4.:reedback is closed. Oscillations
a::citation aod.e. 250 p.sec/div.
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Decreme~t measured at :rig.) equals
(1.5 asec)- , which is 2 t1aes ~re than
the calculated given by (9). The discr...
pancy can be explained by the fact that
Clipping exists in the feedback circuit,
so that the transfer coefficient 1D.ereases
as the oscillations are damping untill the
clipping ends. This proceS8 is illustrated
by Pig.) where a 1C>O..l' .cdulation can be
seen during most of the t~e base.
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